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Abstract
We extend the notion of DAG (directed acyclic graph) exchangeability introduced by Jung, L.,
Staton, Yang (2018) to a wider class of exchangeable structures, which includes jointly exchangeable
arrays. We prove a canonical de Finetti-type representation of such arrays. Similar to that work, the
inductive proof constructs an associated symmetry array to a given DAG-exchangeable array which
encodes the dependence structure corresponding to the hierarchy structure of the DAG. Our proof
adapts KallenbergâA˘Z´s methods to provide a completely probabilistic proof, whereas the proof of
the previous result relied on a result of Hoover which uses nonstandard analysis and symbolic logic.
Key words: Exchangeability, hierarchical exchangeability, DAG exchangeability, de Finetti-type rep-
resentation, joint exchangeability
1 Introduction
DAG exchangeability is a notion of exchangeability on a family of indexed random elements
X = (Xα : α ∈ NV )
on a Borel space X , where G = (V,E) is a directed acyclic graphs (DAGs). DAG exchangeability
was introduced by [JLSY18] as a generalization of hierarchical exchangeability in [AP14]. The main
purpose of this paper is to extend [JLSY18] to a wider class of exchangeable structures including jointly
exchangeable arrays using probabilistic methods. These methods were first deployed by David Aldous
in [Ald81]. Later, Olav Kallenberg applied this method in a systematic way for more general results (see
[Kal89] or [Kal92] for example). All of these results are organized in his textbook [Kal05] which is a
standard reference for fundamental results in exchangeability.
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1 INTRODUCTION 2
Our work is motivated by studies on Bayesian inference modeling, probablisitic programming, and
neural networks as discussed in the introduction to [JLSY18]. In fact, the original motivation and hope in
that work was to obtain a representation for jointly DAG exchangeable arrays as opposed to the represen-
tation obtained there for separately DAG exchangeable arrays (precise definitions are given later). In this
work, we close this gap by providing such a representation. Briefly, the idea is that de Finetti-type rep-
resentations of hierarchically exchangeable structures can identify when a hierarchical generative model
can be replaced by an equivalent one but with more explicit independence structure (see [SYA+17]). One
can also find in [OR14] a recent survey on various applications of exchangeability theory to Bayesian
inference models including [Hof08], [FP+12], and [LOGR12]. Structure theorems on exchangeable pro-
cesses also provide canonical representations of neural networks with hierarchical symmetries. Readers
can consult, for example, [BRT19], [CW16], and [BZSL13] for applications in this direction.
Let G = (V,E) be a DAG. We assume for the rest of the paper that G is finite and simple. Also,
when we write G as a set, we refer to the set of vertices V . We write v ≺ w if there exists a directed
nonempty path from v to w. Note that ≺ defines a partial order in G. Conversely, given a finite partially
ordered set (G,≺), we can build a corresponding set of directed edges E by adding the edge −→vw if and
only if v ≺ w and there is no v′ ∈ G such that v ≺ v′ ≺ w. To make this correspondence bijective, we
assume that G always have the minimal set of edges under its induced partial order: that is, whenever
there is a directed path from v to w that passes other vertices than v and w, we have no edge from v to
w. 1
We say that a subgraph C of a DAG G is downward-closed (or just closed) if it is downward-closed
under the induced partial order, that is, v ∈ C whenever there exists w ∈ C such that v ≺ w. We write
AC for the collection of all closed subsets of C. For α ∈ NG and C ∈ AG, let α|C denote the restriction
of α to C when viewing α as a function from G to N.
Definition 1.1. Let G be a DAG. Then, a G-permutation2 is a bijection τ : NG → NG such that
α|C = β|C ⇐⇒ τ(α)|C = τ(β)|C (1)
for all α, β ∈ NG, C ∈ AG. We write SoGN for the collection of all G-permutations. A random array
X = (Xα : α ∈ NG) is DAG-exchangeable if for all τ ∈ SoGN , we have(
Xα : α ∈ NG
)
d
=
(
Xτ(α) : α ∈ NG
)
. (2)
For C ∈ AG, let IC :=
⋃
C′∈AC
NC′ . Given a G-permutation τ and C ∈ AG, one can always define
the action of τ on NC by τ(α)(v) = τ(β)(v) for any β ∈ NG such that β|C = α, since by the definition
of G-permutations the choice of β is irrelevant. Since this induced map on NC is also a C-permutation,
we can regard τ as a bijection from IG into itself, and identify it as a G-permutation of the index set
IG. Likewise, we can define DAG exchangeability on a random array indexed by IG instead of NG. For
α ∈ IG, let Dom(α) be the domain of the function α, and Restr(α) := {α|C : C ∈ ADom(α)}.
1This restriction is necessary in Definition 2.3 (see its preceding paragraph).
2Although in [JLSY18] we used the word “automorphism,” we change the terminology in order to distinguish them with
automorphisms of the DAG itself. (See Section 2.)
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For any DAG-exchangeable array, we have a canonical representation using independent uniform
random variables, as long as the underlying probability space is rich enough, and we will assume this for
the rest of the paper.
Theorem 1.2 ([JLSY18]). Let G be a DAG. Let X = (Xα : α ∈ NG) be a DAG-exchangeable array
taking values in a Borel space X . Then, there exist a measurable function f : [0, 1]AG → X and an
i.i.d. arrayU = (Uβ : β ∈ IG) of uniform random variables such that
Xα = f
(
Uβ : β ∈ Restr(α)
)
(3)
almost surely for all α ∈ NG.
Example 1.3. This setup covers the following past results on the representations of exchangeable struc-
tures by independent uniform random variables.
(a) Exchangeable sequences: LetG be a graph with a single vertex. Then, SoGN is simply the group of
all bijections fromN to itself. So, a DAG-exchangeable array is merely an exchangeable sequence.
Theorem 1.2 implies that for an exchangeable sequence X = (Xn : n ∈ N), there exist an i.i.d.
sequence of uniform random variables (U0, U1, U2, ...) and a measurable function f : [0, 1]2 →X
such that
Xn = f(U0, Un)
almost surely for all n ∈ N. This is a variant of de Finetti’s theorem ([DF29], [DF37], [HS55])
proposed by [Ald81].
(b) Separately exchangeable arrays: Let G = ({1, 2}, ∅). Then, NG = N2 and SoGN is isomorphic
to (SN)2, acting naturally on N2. Thus, a DAG-exchangeable array is a separately exchangeable
array of dimension 2, that is, it satisfies the distributional equation
(Xij : i, j ∈ N) d= (Xτ(i)ρ(j) : i, j ∈ N). (4)
It is guaranteed by either Theorem 1.2 or the Aldous-Hoover theorem ([Ald81], [Hoo79]) that
there exist an i.i.d. array of uniform random variables U = (Uij : i, j ≥ 0) and a measurable
function f : [0, 1]4 →X such that
Xij = f(U00, Ui0, U0j , Uij) (5)
almost surely for all i, j ∈ N. The result can be extended to arrays of higher dimensions. (See
[Kal05] for a deep analysis on exchangeable arrays of high dimensions.)
(c) Hierarchically exchangeable arrays: Let G = ({v1, v2, u1, u2}, E) where E = {−−→v1v2,−−→u1u2}.
Then, a DAG-exchangeable array is an example of hierarchical exchangeability introduced by
[AP14], which can be written in the form (Xij,k` : i, j, k, ` ∈ N) where i, j, k, ` are the coordinates
on v1, v2, u1, u2, respectively. DAG exchangeability allows that for τ, ρ ∈ SN and τi, ρk ∈ SN for
each i, k ∈ N, we have
(Xij,k` : i, j, k, ` ∈ N) d= (Xτ(i)τi(j),ρ(k)ρk(`) : i, j, k, ` ∈ N).
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The representation theorem by [AP14] allows us to have
Xij,k` = f(U00,00, Ui0,00, Uij,00, U00,k0, Ui0,k0, Uij,k0, U00,k`, Ui0,k`, Uij,k`).
almost surely for some measurable function f and some i.i.d. arrayU of uniform random variables.
Figure 1: The DAG for Example 1.4.
Example 1.4. We introduce random block matrices from Example 2.2 of [JLSY18]. Let V = {u, v, r, c},
E = {−→ur,−→uc,−→vr,−→vc}. (See Figure 1.) An array (Xij,k` : i, j, k, l ∈ N) is DAG-exchangeable (regarding
i, j, k, ` as coordinates on u, v, r, c, respectively) if for all τ, ρ ∈ SN and τij , ρij ∈ SN with i, j ∈ N, we
have
(Xij,k` : i, j, k, l ∈ N) d= (Xτ(i)ρ(j),τij(k)ρij(`) : i, j, k, l ∈ N). (6)
By Theorem 1.2, there exist a measurable function f and an i.i.d. array of uniform random variables
U such that for all i, j, k, ` ∈ N, we have
Xij,k` = f(U00,00, Ui0,00, U0j,00, Uij,00, Uij,k0, Uij,0`, Uij,k`) (7)
almost surely.
To motivate the main objective of this paper, let us revisit (b) of Example 1.3. In the case where the
array is jointly exchangeable, that is,
(Xij : i, j ∈ N) d= (Xτ(i)τ(j) : i, j ∈ N) (8)
for all τ ∈ SN, we have a representation of the form
Xij = f(U0, Ui, Uj , U{i,j}) (9)
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almost surely for i 6= j 3 ([Hoo79]). One can see that, compared to (5), the indices on the rows are
merged with those on the columns. We can naturally ask if the similar merging occurs on joint versions
of DAG-exchangeable arrays. That is, if a random array X = (Xij,k` : i, j, k, ` ∈ N), for instance,
satisfies the distributional equation
(Xij,k` : i, j, k, ` ∈ N) d= (Xτ(i)τ(j),τ{i,j}(k)ρ{i,j}(`) : i, j, k, ` ∈ N) (10)
for all τ, τ{i,j}, ρ{i,j} ∈ SN, we can ask whether we have a representation of the form
Xij,k` = f(U0,00, Ui,00, Uj,00, U{i,j},00, U{i,j},k0, U{i,j},0`, U{i,j},k`) (11)
almost surely for i 6= j.
The main objective of this paper is to extend the representation given by Theorem 1.2 to a wider
class of exchangeable structures. This new model includes Hoover’s joint exchangeable arrays, the
representation (11), and exchangeable arrays associated to arbitrary DAGs with merging of the vertices.
We will rigorously define the model in the next section with more examples.
2 Settings and Main Results
Let K be a subgroup of the automorphism group K of G. Let Aut(G) denote the directed graph auto-
morphism group of G. Define a left group action for Aut(G) acting on IG by
κβ(v) = β(κ−1(v)), κ ∈ Aut(G), β ∈ IG.
We can also define the actions of the objects like τκ or κτ for τ ∈ SoGN as composition of functions.
For example, let G = {v, u} with no edges and K = {e, κ} with κ the nonidentity element, and let
β(v) = 2, β(u) = 3, and τ =
(
(1 2 3), (3 2 1)
)
∈ SN × SN ∼= SoGN acting naturally on NG. Then, we
have (τκ)(β)(v) = 1, (τκ)(β)(u) = 1, while (κτ)(β)(v) = τβ(u) = 2, (κτ)(β)(u) = τβ(v) = 3.
As we can see in Example 1.3, in the case of a separately exchangeable array of dimension d, we can
regard G as a graph of order d with no edges. An arrayX = (Xα : α ∈ Nd) is separately exchangeable
if and only if
(Xα : α ∈ Nd) d= (Xτα : α ∈ Nd) (12)
for all τ ∈ SdN. We can describe this in terms of commutativity with the automorphism group of the
graph G, which is isomorphic to Sd. That is, X is jointly exchangeable if and only if (12) holds for all
τ ∈ SdN that commutes with Sd.
If we require that τ commutes with κ ∈ K for subgroups K of Sd instead of the whole Sd, we obtain
a different notion of exchangeability between separate and joint exchangeability. For example, if we let
3Diagonal indices are excluded because we cannot map diagonals to non-diagonals via the action of SN. Likewise, we
will exclude some indices in the setting of joint exchangeability on DAGs to guarantee that the group action on the indices is
transitive.
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Figure 2: A diagram associated to permutations commuting with graph automorphisms. τ ∈ SoGN
commutes with all κ ∈ K ⊆ Aut(G).
d = 3 and K be the subgroup of S3 generated by (2 3), we have
(Xijk : i, j, k ∈ N3) d= (Xτ(i)σ(j)σ(k) : i, j, k ∈ N3)
for all τ, σ ∈ SN.
Considering the above observations, it is tempting to define joint exchangeability on random arrays
defined on DAGs by assigning a subgroup K of Aut(G) and allowing law-invariance for permutations
which commute with K (see Figure 2). However, there are a few issues we have to handle. One is that
the exchangeability structure does not uniquely determine the group K.
Example 2.1. let G = {v1, v2, v3} be a graph with no edges, and let K = Z/3Z acting naturally on G.
Then, since K acts transitively on G, a permutation τ = (τ1, τ2, τ3) ∈ S3N of NG commutes with K if
and only if τ1 = τ2 = τ3. So we obtain the same exchangeability structure in this setting if we choose
either K = Z/3Z or K = S3.
The other issue is more serious. Many of the proofs of representation theorems on exchangeable
arrays use induction on the dimension of the arrays, and we will also follow this strategy. However, by
restricting K to be a subgroup of Aut(G), we encounter an issue when deploying this type of induction,
as the following example shows.
Example 2.2. Let V = {u1, u2, v1, v2}, E = {−−→u1u2,−−→v1v2}. Then, Aut(G) is a group of order two,
where the nonidentity element exchanges ui and vi for i = 1, 2 respectively. However, the closed
subgraph C = {u1, u2, v1} has a trivial automorphism group. If we assign joint exchangeability on a
random arrayX = (Xα : α ∈ NG) associated toK = Aut(G), the permutations in consideration should
act identically on vertices u1 and v1. However, there is no way to assign such a class of exchangeability
on random arrays defined on the subgraph C via its automorphism group, since it has no nontrivial graph
automorphism at all.
Both of these issues arise from the nature that the class of permutations that commutes with K is
determined only by the local behavior of K in the following sense. Let ZK(SoGN ) denote the group of
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G-permutations that commute with K. Let Cv denote the closure of {v}, i.e. the smallest C ∈ AG
containing v. Then, ZK(SoGN ) consists of all τ ∈ SoGN such that τκ(α) = κτ(α) for all v ∈ G, κ ∈ K,
α ∈ NCv . In other words, the commuting property of a permutation is determined completely by its
behavior on individual vertices.
Now, in order to handle the above issues from the examples, instead of a subgroup ofAut(G), we will
use a collection of mappings which takes into account the local nature required by joint exchangeability.
We will continue to use K to denote such a collection. These mappings are not necessarily defined on
the whole ofG, but only on a specific vertex and its closure. We use the word isomorphism to describe a
bijective function from a closed subgraph of G to another closed subgraph that preserves directed edges.
(Note that we have assumed that G has no redundant edges.)
Definition 2.3. Let G be a DAG. A local isomorphism of G is a sub-DAG isomorphism on Cv,
κ : Cv → Cw,
for some v, w ∈ G. A collection K of local isomorphisms is called a consistent local isomorphism
class (CLIC) of G if
• K contains all the identity mappings and is closed under inversion, composition, and restrictions
to subgraphs of the form Cu.
• K contains all the trivial extensions. That is, if κ ∈ K, then we have κ′ ∈ K whenever κ is a
restriction of κ′ and κ′(u) = u for all u where κ is undefined.
Example 2.4. Let us go back to the random block matrices in Example 1.4. There are following local
isomorphisms along with their inverses and identities:
• κ11 : {u, v, r} → {u, v, c} where κ11(r) = c and κ11(u) = v.
• κ01 : {u, v, r} → {u, v, c} where κ01(r) = c and κ01(u) = u.
• κ10 : {u, v, r} → {u, v, r} where κ10(r) = r and κ10(u) = v.
• κ1 := κ10|{u}.
Note that κ10 is a trivial extension of κ1. We can always identify a local isomorphism with its trivial
extensions. A nontrivial CLIC KS may be generated by any of the following sets S:
1. S = {κ1} (or equivalently, S = {κ1, κ10})
2. S = {κ01}
3. S = {κ1, κ11, κ01} (or equivalently, S = {κ1, κ11, κ01, κ10})
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For another example, let us consider G = (V,E) with V = {u1, u2, v1, v2, v3} with edges E =
{−−→u1u2,−−→v1v2,−−→v2v3}. It corresponds to Austin and Panchenko’s setting with r = 2, d1 = 2, d2 = 3 (See
[AP14]). Although there is no nontrivial automorphism of G, we have the following nontrivial local
isomorphisms along with their inverses:
• ρ1 : {u1} → {v1}.
• ρ2 : {u1, u2} → {v1, v2} where ρ2(ui) = vi.
A nontrivial CLIC KS may be generated by any of the following sets S:
4. S = {ρ1}
5. S = {ρ1, ρ2}
Remark. A local isomorphism need not be extendable to an automorphism. For instance, in the case of
Example 2.2, the cause of the described issue is that the local isomorphism κ : {u1} → {v1} cannot be
extended to an automorphism of C. Let K = {id, κ, κ−1, ρ, ρ−1}, where ρ : {u1, u2} → {v1, v2} with
ρ(ui) = vi for i = 1, 2. Then, the (jointly) exchangeable random array associated to the automorphism
group ofG is law-invariant under the permutations that commute “locally” withK. Unlike the case using
automorphisms, the induced symmetry on the subgraph C is well-described by just taking the elements
in K which is defined inside C, which are id, κ, and κ−1.
Let K be a CLIC. Given v ∈ G, let Kv be the collection of κ ∈ K defined on Cv (thought of as
functions). We say that two vertices v, w ∈ G are equivalent under K if there exists κ ∈ Kv such that
κ(v) = w, and denote this relation by v K∼ w.
We can define a similar equivalence in IG as well. Given a local isomorphism κ : Cv → Cw in K
and α ∈ NCv , define κα ∈ NCw , where
κα(u) := α(κ−1u).
We say that two indices α, β ∈ IG are equivalent under K if there exists a bijection φ : Dom(α) →
Dom(β) such that for each v ∈ Dom(α), there exists κ ∈ Kv such that κα|Cv = β|Cφ(v) . We also write
α
K∼ β for this relation. It is easy to check that this defines equivalence relations on both G and IG.
As mentioned earlier in the footnote in the paragraph after Example 1.4, to obtain a representation
which is consistent for all indices it is convenient to ensure that our index set is transitive under the group
action. Thus, instead of NG, we restrict our index set to
NGK := {α ∈ NG : α|Cv 6= α|Cw whenever v K∼ w}.
Let us also define
IGK :=
⋃
C∈AG
NCK .
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Figure 3: A commutative diagram associated to Definition 2.5.
Roughly speaking, a consistent isomorphism classK is an indicator that restricts the permutations of
interest to act identically on vertices that are equivalent under K∼. The inclusion of identities and taking
closure under inversion, composition and restriction, has ensured that K∼ is an equivalence relation in
both V and IGK . Also, K is uniquely determined by the permutations under which the law of the array is
invariant, as we identify each local isomorphism with its trivial extensions.
Now we are ready to define joint DAG-exchangeability and state the main theorem.
Definition 2.5. Let G be a DAG and K a CLIC of G. A permutation τ ∈ SoGN is said to be K-
commuting if for all β ∈ NCvK with v ∈ G and κ ∈ Kv, we have
τκ(β) = κτ(β). (13)
An arrayX = (Xα : α ∈ NGK) (or IGK) is (G,K)-exchangeable if
(Xα : α ∈ NGK) d= (Xτα : α ∈ NGK) (14)
for all K-commuting τ .
We will keep using the notation ZK(SoGN ) for the collection of allK-commuting permutations. Note
that Definition 1.1 is a special case of Definition 2.5 where K consists only of identity mappings.
Theorem 2.6. Let G be a finite DAG, K a CLIC of G. Then, an array X = (Xα : α ∈ NGK) is
(G,K)-exchangeable if and only if there exists a measurable function f : [0, 1]AG → X such that for
all α ∈ NGK ,
Xα
a.s.
= f
(
U[α|C ]K : C ∈ AG
)
(15)
for some array U of i.i.d. uniform random variables indexed by ([β]K : β ∈ IGK), where [β]K denotes
the equivalence class of β with respect to K∼.
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Example 2.7. Let us inspect the classes of permutations associated to the CLIC’s introduced in Example
2.4 and their representations. For the first case (random block matrices), each of the cases allows permu-
tations of the following forms, respectively, where i, j, k, ` are the index values at u, v, r, c, respectively:
1. Xij,k` → Xτ(i)τ(j),ρ{ij}(k)λ{ij}(`)
2. Xij,k` → Xτ(i)θ(j),ρij(k)ρij(`)
3. Xij,k` → Xτ(i)τ(j),ρ{ij}(k)ρ{ij}(`)
For each of the three cases, Theorem 2.6 provides a representation of the following forms:
1. Xij,k` = f(U0,00, Ui,00, Uj,00, U{i,j},00, U{i,j},k0, U{i,j},0`, U{i,j},k`)
2. Xij,k` = f(U00,0, Ui0,0, U0j,0, Uij,00, Uij,k, Uij,`, Uij,{k,`})
3. Xij,k` = f(U0,0, Ui,0, Uj,0, U{i,j},0, U{i,j},k, U{i,j},`, U{i,j},{k,`})
For the second example, each of the cases allows permutations of the following forms, respectively,
where i, j, k, `,m are the index values at u1, v1, u2, v2, v3, respectively:
4. Xij,k`,m → Xτ(i)τ(j),ρi(k)λj(`)θj`(m)
5. Xij,k`,m → Xτ(i)τ(j),ρi(k)ρj(`)θj`(m)
For each of the two cases, Theorem 2.6 provides a representation of the following forms:
4. Xij,k`,m = f(U0,00,0, Ui,00,0, Ui,k0,0, Uj,00,0, U{j,i},00,0, U{j,i},k0,0,
Uj,0`,0, U{j,i},0`,0, U{j,i},k`,0, Uj,0`,m, U{j,i},0`,m, U{j,i},k`,m)
5. Xij,k`,m = f(U0,0,0, Ui,0,0, Ui,k,0, Uj,0,0, U{j,i},0,0, U{j,i},k,0,
Uj,`,0, U{j,i},`,0, U{j,i},{k,`},0, Uj,`,m, U{j,i},`,m, U{j,i},{k,`},m)
2.1 Symmetry random variables associated to jointly DAG-exchangeable arrays
The overall plan of the proof of Theorem 2.6 is similar to that of Theorem 1.2. We deploy induction
on the number of vertices of G. To do this, we have to construct random variables which encode the
intermediate information associated to X, which we call a symmetry random variables associated to
X. We will see that the randomness of the uniform random variables affect X only through symmetry
random variables. A typical example of this phenomenon is the role of the empirical distribution in an
exchangeable sequence (see Lemma 7.1 of [Kal05]).
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The key property we need to show in this strategy is conditional independence among the involved
σ-fields, and that is Proposition 2.10 in our case. It is a parallel of Proposition 4.1 of [JLSY18], of which
the proof is based on results of [Hoo79]. One aspect of Hoover’s proof is that it depends heavily on
nonstandard analysis and symbolic logic. In this paper, we provide a probabilistic proof of Proposition
2.10 independent of Hoover’s. As mentioned at the beginning of the paper, our strategy resembles that
of [Kal05] (especially Chapter 7) in the proof of the Aldous-Hoover representation theorem in a sense
that we use systematic tools to prove conditional independence between involved random variables to
deploy coding lemmas that provides representations using independent uniform random variables. (See
the appendix for the lemmas that we use in the proof of the main result.)
LetX be a (G,K)-exchangeable array. Let us write CK,α(SoGN ) for the collection of K-commuting
permutations τ such that τα = α for all α ∈ IGK .
The following are basic properties of CK,α(SoGN ).
(a) If α ∈ Restr(β), then CK,β(SoGN ) ⊆ CK,α(SoGN ).
(b) If α K∼ β, then CK,α(SoGN ) = CK,β(SoGN ).
The property (a) is obvious. The new property (b) follows from the fact that τ ∈ ZK(SoGN ) commutes
with the elements of K.
Let Fα denote the invariant σ-field of permutations fixing α. (we have Fα = Fβ for α
K∼ β by
(b).) We want to construct a Borel-valued random array S := (Sα : α ∈ IGK) satisfying the following
properties, and call it a random symmetry array associated toX:
1. Fα = σ(Sα).
2. The array (X,S) is (G,K)-exchangeable.
3. For α K∼ β, Sα = Sβ.
Assign a well-ordering on AG. For each equivalence class of IGK under
K∼, choose a representative
whose domain is the smallest under this well-ordering. From now on, let us assume that we have a fixed
collection of such representatives, and denote this collection by ΓGK .
4
The existence of symmetry arrays is a straightforward exercise.
Proposition 2.8. For any (G,K)-exchangeable arrayX taking values in a Borel space, a random sym-
metry array exists.
4For those who are concerned with using the axiom of choice in this procedure, we note that it is not the case. Since AG
is a finite set, we do not need the well-ordering principle when we choose a well-ordering. When choosing the representatives,
for each subgraphs we can assign a well-ordering on the vertices and select the smallest element in the lexicographical order.
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Proof. For α ∈ IGK , let us write γα for the representative of [α]K .
For each C ∈ AG, choose γC ∈ Γ with Dom(γC) = C, if there is any. Since FγC is countably
generated, there exists a Borel-valued random variable SγC such that σ(SγC ) = FγC .
5 Since SγC is
σ(X)-measurable, there exists a measurable function fC such that fC(X) = SγC almost surely. For any
other γ ∈ ΓGK with Dom(γC) = C, choose τ ∈ ZK(SoGN ) such that τγ = γC and let
Sγ := fC(τX).
Note that the choice of τ is irrelevant. For α ∈ IGK , we let
Sα := Sγα .
Let α, β ∈ IGK , τ ∈ ZK(SoGN ) with α = τβ. We claim that
φ(τX) = Sβ
whenever φ(X) = Sα. The left hand side represents the action of τ as we regard Sα as an σ(X)-
measurable random element, while on the right hand side τ acts on σ(S)-measurable random elements.
Once we have that these actions are identical, Lemma A.5 implies that the array S constructed this way
satisfies the desired properties.
Let Dom(γβ) = D. Then, we have Sγβ = fD(λX), for λ ∈ ZK(SoGN ) such that γD = λγβ .
Considering the way we have chosen the representatives, γα and γβ are defined on the same domain, and
hence for some ρ we have γD = ργα and thus Sγα = fD(ρX).
For v ∈ C, let κ1, κ2 ∈ K be local isomorphisms such that
κ1(β|Cκ1(v)) = γβ|Cv , κ2(γα|Cκ2κ1(v)) = α|Cκ1(v) .
Then, ρτλ−1 fixes γD at v ∈ D since
ρτλ−1(γD|Cv) = ρτ(γβ|Cv) = ρτκ1(β|Cκ1(v))
= ρκ1τ(β|Cκ1(v)) = ρκ1(α|Cκ1(v))
= ρκ1κ2(γα|Cκ2κ1(v)) = κ1κ2ρ(γα|Cκ2κ1(v))
= κ1κ2(γD|Cκ2κ1(v)) = γD|Cv .
Since v ∈ D is arbitrary, ρτλ−1 fixes γD. Thus, by definition of S, we have
fD(X) = fD(ρτλ
−1X)
almost surely. By exchangeability the equation holds almost surely if we replaceX by λX, and hence
Sγβ = fD(λX) = fD(ρτX)
almost surely.
5Any countably generated σ-field can be generated by a random variable taking values on a Borel space. (Exercise 3.13,
[Res13])
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Once we have an associated symmetry array, we can modify Theorem 2.6 into the following variant.
For a generic arrayY = (Yi : i ∈ I) and J ⊆ I , we writeYJ := (Yi : i ∈ J).
Theorem 2.9. Let G, K,X be as in Theorem 2.6, and let S be a symmetry array ofX. Then, there exist
measurable functions fC : [0, 1]AC →X such that for all α ∈ ΓGK ,
Sα
a.s.
= fDom(α)
(
SRestr′(γα), Uα
)
(16)
for some arrayU of i.i.d. uniform random variables indexed by ΓGK .
Note that by recursively replacing Sβ with fDom(β)
(
SRestr′(γβ), Uβ
)
, we obtain the alternate repre-
sentation of (16) of the form
Sα = gDom(α)
(
Uβ : β ∈ Restr(γα)
)
(17)
for some measurable functions gC , where Uβ = Uγβ for β ∈ IGK .
As mentioned earlier, the basic strategy of our proof is using induction on |G|, the number of vertices
of G. We first build representations on the proper subgraphs of G, and tie them all together into a
representation in the whole G. Proposition 2.10 is a key result which makes this “tying” possible.
Let α, β ∈ IGK , and define Restr(α,K) to be the collection of α′ ∈ IGK such that α′ K∼ α|C for some
C ∈ ADom(α). Let
Dα,β := {v ∈ Dom(α) : α|Cv ∈ Restr(β,K)},
and define
α ∧ β := α|Dα,β .
These are the joint-exchangeability counterparts of restrictions and intersections of two indices for sep-
arate DAG-exchangeability. One can easily check that α ∧ β K∼ β ∧ α for all α, β ∈ IGK .
Proposition 2.10. Let α1, ..., αn ∈ IGK . Then, (Sαk : k ≤ n) are independent given (Sαk∧αj : k 6= j).
The next corollary follows from Proposition 2.10. Let us first define some notation.
• Restr′(α,K) := Restr(α,K)\[α]K
• Jk := (Sα : α ∈ ΓGK , |Dom(α)| ≤ k)
• Nk := Jk\Jk−1
Note that σ
(
SRestr′(α,K)
)
= σ
(
SRestr′(α)
)
.
Corollary 2.11. Let Sk := (Sα : α ∈ Jk). Then, for 1 ≤ k ≤ |G|, Sk is a conditionally independent
family given Sk−1. In particular, for α ∈ NGK , we have
Sα ⊥
SRestr′(α,K)
S\S[α]K .
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Proof. Fix α ∈ Jk, and let A be an arbitrary finite subset of Jk\{α}. By Proposition 2.10, we have
Sα ⊥
(Sα∧β :β∈A)
(Sβ : β ∈ A),
and since σ(Sα∧β : β ∈ A) ⊆ σ(SRestr′(α,K)) ⊆ σ(Sα), we have
Sα ⊥
SRestr′(α,K)
(Sβ : β ∈ A).
Since A is arbitrary, we have
Sα ⊥
SRestr′(α,K)
Sk\Sα, (18)
and since SRestr′(α,K) ∈ σ(Sk−1) ⊆ σ(Sk\Sα), we have
Sα ⊥
Sk−1
Sk\Sα. (19)
Since α is arbitrary, the proof is complete.
Proof of Theorem 2.9. We build an induction to show that for all k ≤ |G|, there exists an i.i.d. array
of uniform random variables (Uα : α ∈ Jk) such that (16) holds for all α ∈ Jk. (The case k = 0 is
obvious.) Let us assume that there exists an i.i.d. array Wk−1 := (Wα : α ∈ Jk−1) and a family of
measurable functions (fC : C ∈ AG, |C| ≤ k − 1) such that almost surely,
Sα = fDom(α)(SRestr′(α),Wα), α ∈ Jk−1. (20)
Fix α ∈ Nk. By (18) from Corollary 2.11, we have
Sα ⊥
SRestr′(α,K)
Sk−1.
Thus, by Lemma A.4, there exists a uniform random variable Vα independent of Sk−1 such that
Sα = fα(SRestr′(α), Vα) (21)
almost surely. By exchangeability, there exists an array of uniform random variables ∂Vk := (Vα : α ∈
Nk), which are not necessarily independent, such that (21) holds for every α ∈ Nk, with the choice of
fα identical for all α defined on the same domain, which we denote as fDom(α).
Now consider an array ∂Wk := (Wα : α ∈ Nk) of i.i.d. uniform random variables, which are also
independent ofWk−1, and for α ∈ Nk define
S′α := fα(SRestr′(α),Wα). (22)
Since we can replace (20) and (22) into equations of the form (17), we can combine them into a one-line
expression of the form
S′k = F (Wk), (23)
for some function F where S′k =
(
Sk−1, (S′α : α ∈ Nk)
)
and Wk = (Wα : α ∈ Jk). Note that
Wk = (Wk−1, ∂Wk) is an i.i.d. array. On the other hand, we have the following properties:
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• P[Sα ∈ ·|Sk−1] = P[S′α ∈ ·|Sk−1] almost surely for all α ∈ Nk since both Wα and Vα are
independent of Sk−1.
• (Sα : α ∈ Nk) is a conditionally independent family given Sk−1 by Corollary 2.11.
• (S′α : α ∈ Nk) is a conditionally independent family given Sk−1 by construction.
By Lemma A.6 we have
Sk =
(
Sk−1, (Sα : α ∈ Nk)
)
d
=
(
Sk−1, (S′α : α ∈ Nk)
)
.
Thus, with (23), we can apply Lemma A.2 to obtain an array of i.i.d. uniform random variables Uk :=
(Uα : α ∈ Jk) such that
Sk = F (Uk) (24)
almost surely. Splitting (24) back to individual equations of the form (22), we obtain the desired repre-
sentation for dimension k. Since k ≤ |G| is arbitrary, we have (16) for all α ∈ ΓGK by induction.
Proof of Theorem 2.6. Let α ∈ NKG ∩ΓGK . SinceXα is σ(X)-measurable and is invariant under permuta-
tions fixing α, we have Xα ∈ Fα and hence Xα = h(Sα) for some measurable function h. By inserting
(17), we obtain (15) by identifying IGK modulo
K∼ with ΓGK .
Let Uα := Uγα and U = (Uα : α ∈ IGK). To obtain (15) for all α ∈ NGK , it suffices to show that
we can chooseU in a way such that (X,U), or equivalently (S,U), is (G,K)-exchangeable. Indeed, if
(X,U) is exchangeable, then by transitivity, for β ∈ NGK there exists α ∈ NKG ∩ ΓGK such that τα = β,
and by exchangeability (15) holds if we replace α by β = τα.
By Transfer Lemma A.1, there exists a family of measurable functions (φC : C ∈ AG) such
that for any α ∈ ΓGK and any uniform random variable V independent of Sα, we have (Sα, Uα) d=
(Sα, φDom(α)(Sα, V )). 6 Let V = (Vα : α ∈ IGK) be an array of uniform random variables indepen-
dent of S, where Vα = Vγα for all α ∈ IGK and different components are all independent. Then, by the
preceding arguments, we have
Sα = fG(SRestr′(α), U
′
α)
almost surely for all α ∈ ΓGK where U ′α = φDom(α)(Sα, Vα). (Note that SRestr′(α) ∈ σ(Sα).)
SinceV is an i.i.d. array independent of S, we have
U ′α ⊥
S
(U ′β : β ∈ ΓGK\{α}) (25)
for all α ∈ ΓGK . Also, since (Uα : α ∈ ΓGK) is an independent family and S\Sα ∈ σ(Uβ : β ∈ ΓGK\{α}),
we have
Uα ⊥
S\Sα
(Uβ : β ∈ ΓGK\{α}). (26)
6We can choose φC to depend only on the domain by exchangeability of S.
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Since Sα ∈ σ(S\Sα, Uα), we obtain
Uα ⊥
S
(Uβ : β ∈ ΓGK\{α}). (27)
Therefore by (25) and (27), both
(
(Sα, Uα) : α ∈ ΓGK
)
and
(
(Sα, U
′
α) : α ∈ ΓGK
)
are conditionally
independent family given S. Since (Sα, Uα)
d
= (Sα, U
′
α) and both are conditionally independent of S
given Sα, we have
(S, Uα)
d
= (S, U ′α) (28)
for all α ∈ ΓGK . Therefore, by Lemma A.6, we have(
S, (Uα : α ∈ IGK)
)
d
=
(
S, (U ′α : α ∈ IGK)
)
(29)
where U ′α := U ′γα . Thus, the relations (16) still hold even if we replace U by U
′ := (U ′α : α ∈ IGK).
Since S and V are exchangeable and independent of each other, (S,V) is exchangeable. Thus, by
Lemma A.5, (S,U′) is exchangeable.
2.2 Proof of Proposition 2.10
LetFα = σ(Sα), as in Section 2.1.
Lemma 2.12. For α ∈ IGK , n ∈ N, let
Fnα := σ(Xβ : β ∈ NGK there exists C ∈ AG such that β|C ∈ Restr(α,K), β(v) ≥ n for all v /∈ C).
Then,Fα =
⋂
n≥1
Fnα .
Let us introduce some notations to be used in the proof. For α, β ∈ IGK and v ∈ G, let
Aα(β, v) := {α(w) : w K∼ v, there exists some κ ∈ Kv such that κβ|Cv(u) = α|Cw(u) for all u ≺ v},
and
τβ,v(n) :=
{
min{k > n : k /∈ Aα(β, v)}, n /∈ Aα(β, v),
n, n ∈ Aα(β, v).
We define ρα to be an injective homomorphism of IGK
7 defined as
ρα(β)(v) = τAα(β,v)(β(v)).
To explain in detail, there are three cases:
7Since any injective homomorphism restricted to a finite subset can be extended to an element of ZK(SoGN ), the law of the
array is invariant under injective homomorphisms by Kolmogorov extension theorem.
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1. If κβ|Cv = α|Cw for some w ∈ Dom(α) and κ ∈ K (or equivalently, β|Cv ∈ Restr(α,K)), then
ρα(β)(v) = β(v).
2. If for some w ∈ Dom(α) and κ ∈ Kv we have κβ|Cv(u) = α|Cw(u) for all u ∈ Cw\{w} but
none of such w and κ satisfies κβ|Cv(w) = α(w), we let ρα(β)(v) = β(v) + `, where ` is the
smallest positive integer such that β`,v|Cv /∈ Restr(α,K), where
β`,v(u) := β(u) + `1{u=v}.
3. Otherwise, we have ρα(β)(v) = β(v) + 1.
Proof. One can easily see that ρα fixes α and commutes with K. For any β ∈ NGK , Dβ,α is a closed
subgraph ofG, and alsoDρα(β),α = Dβ,α. On the other hand, for v /∈ Dβ,α, one can see that ρα(β)(v) ≥
β(v) + 1. Thus, we have ρnα(X) ∈ Fn+1α .
So, for arbitrary E ∈ Fα, acting ρnα on the inclusion E ∈ σ(X) we obtain E ∈ σ(ρnα(X)) ⊆ Fn+1α .
This shows thatFα ⊆
⋂
n≤1
Fnα .
To prove the converse, consider the collection Tn of all finite permutations τ ∈ ZK(SoGN ) such that
1. τ fixes α.
2. for all β, τ(β)(v) = β(v) whenever there exists u  v such that β(u) > n.
Then, as n → ∞, the collection Tn eventually contains all finite permutations in ZK(SoGN ) fixing α,
andFnα is invariant under the action of Tn. Therefore, we have
⋂
n≤1
Fnα ⊆ Fα.
Proof of Proposition 2.10. We use induction on the number of indices n. The case n = 1 is obvious.
Consider ρ := ρα1 which is defined as in the proof of Lemma 2.12. As we have seen in the proof of
Lemma 2.12, acting ρ on β fixes the values on Dβ,α1 , which is by definition equal to β ∧ α1, and shifts
all the values outside Dβ,α1 by at least +1. By exchangeability, we have(
Sα1 , ..., Sαn
) d
=
(
Sα1 , ρ
k(Sα2), ..., ρ
k(Sαn)
)
.
By Lemma A.3, we have
Sα1 ⊥
ρk(Sα2 ),...,ρ
k(Sαn )
Sα2 , ..., Sαn (30)
for all k ∈ N. Under ρk, one can easily see that the indices generatingFαj falls to the indices generating
F k+1α1∧αj . This shows that for all k ≥ 2,
Sα1 ⊥
Fkα1∧αj :2≤j≤n
Sα2 , ..., Sαn . (31)
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By the inductive hypothesis, Sα2 , ..., Sαn are conditionally independent given (Sαi∧αj : 2 ≤ i 6= j ≤ n).
Thus, by Lemma 2.12 and Lemma A.7, the σ-field generated byF kα1∧α2 , ...,F
k
α1∧αn decreases to some
G ⊆ σ(Fαi∧αj : 1 ≤ i 6= j ≤ n). Applying the backward martingale convergence to (31) as k → ∞,
we obtain
Sα1 ⊥
G
Sα2 , ..., Sαn ,
and since eachFαi∧αj is a sub-σ-field of Sαi , we obtain
Sα1 ⊥
(Fαi∧αj :1≤i 6=j≤n)
Sα2 , ..., Sαn . (32)
Since Sα2 , ..., Sαn are conditionally independent given (Fαi∧αj : 2 ≤ i 6= j ≤ n) and for each
j ≥ 2, Fα1∧αj is a sub-σ-field of Fαj , we have that Sα2 , ..., Sαn are conditionally independent given
(Fαi∧αj : 1 ≤ i 6= j ≤ n). Combining this with (32), we obtain the desired result.
A Supplementary Lemmas
Elementary results that we use in the main text are introduced in this section. All are standard results
and frequently used in exchangeability theory. For those results without proofs we have added references
where one can find the proofs. We note again that the richness of the probability space is always assumed.
Lemma A.1 (Transfer Lemma: Theorem 6.10, [Kal02]). LetX,Y be random elements in a Borel space.
Then,
1. For all X ′ d= X , there exists a measurable function f such that whenever W is a uniform random
variable independent of X ′, then Y ′ := f(X ′,W ) satisfies (X,Y ) d= (X ′, Y ′).
2. There exist measurable functions h and g such that whenever W is a uniform random variable
independent of X and Y , V := h(X,Y,W ) is a uniform random variable independent of X
satisfying Y = g(X,V ) almost surely.
Lemma A.2 (Corollary 6.11, [Kal02]). LetX , Y be Borel-valued random variables such thatX d= f(Y )
for some measurable function f . Then, there exists a random variable Y ′ d= Y such that X = f(Y ′)
almost surely.
Lemma A.3 (Lemma 1.3, [Kal05]). Let X,Y, Z be random variables such that (X,Y ) d= (X,Z) and
σ(Y ) ⊆ σ(Z). Then, X ⊥
Y
Z.
Lemma A.4 (Proposition 5.13, [Kal02]). LetX,Y, Z be random elements, whereX lies in a Borel space.
Then, X is conditionally independent of Z given Y if and only if there exists a measurable function f
and a uniform random variable U independent of Y,Z such that X = f(Y,U) almost surely.
Lemma A.5. Let H be a group acting measurably on Borel spaces X and Y , and let µ be an H-
invariant probability measure on X , that is, x is H-exchangeable under µ. Let φ : X → Y be a
measurable function. If φ(τx) = τφ(x) µ-almost surely for all τ ∈ H , then (x, φ(x)) isH-exchangeable
under µ.
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Proof. µ[x ∈ A, φ(x) ∈ B] = µ[τx ∈ A, φ(τx) ∈ B] = µ[τx ∈ A, τφ(x)].
Lemma A.6. Let (Xi : i ∈ I), (Yi : i ∈ I) be a family of random variables with a countable index set
I . For a random variable S, assume that the following are true:
• (S,Xi) d= (S, Yi). Equivalently, P[Xi ∈ ·|S] = P[Yi ∈ ·|S] almost surely.
• Given S, Both (Xi : i ∈ I) and (Yi : i ∈ I) are conditionally independent families.
Then, we have (S,Xi : i ∈ I) d= (S, Yi : i ∈ I).
Proof. Without loss of generality, let I = N. Then for n ∈ N and bounded measurable functions
f1, ..., fn,
E[f1(X1) · · · fn(Xn)|S] = E[f1(X1)|S] · · ·E[fn(Xn)|S]
= E[f1(Y1)|S] · · ·E[fn(Yn)|S] = E[f1(Y1) · · · fn(Yn)|S].
Lemma A.7. For each n ∈ N, let (Fnk : k ∈ N) be a sequence of decreasing σ-fields with Fn :=⋂
k≥1
Fnk . Assume that given G , the family (F
n
1 : n ∈ N) is independent.
Then, F :=
⋂
k∈N
( ∨
n∈N
Fnk ) is a sub-σ-field of G ∨
n∈N
Fn.8 In particular, if (Fn1 : n ∈ N) are
unconditionally independent, thenF = ∨
n∈N
Fn.
Proof. For each n ∈ N choose an event An ∈ Fn1 , and let A ∈ G . Then,
P[A
⋂
j≤N
Aj |G ,Fnk : n ∈ N
]
= 1A
∏
j≤N
P[Aj |F jk ,G ]
by conditional independence. By backward martingale convergence the right hand side converges to a
G ∨
n∈N
Fn-measurable random variable as k → ∞. Since the collection of all the events of the form
A
⋂
j≤N
Aj is a pi-system generating G ∨
n∈N
Fn1 , we can use pi-λ arguments to show that for any G ∨
n∈N
Fn1 -
measurable event B, we have
lim
k→∞
P[B|G ,Fnk : n ∈ N] ∈ G ∨
n∈N
Fn.
8Without the conditional independence, we cannot guarantee the result. Consider two sequences of random variablesX =
(Xn : n ∈ N) and Y = (Yn : n ∈ N), and let P be a uniform random variable. Suppose that given P , X and Y are
independent i.i.d. sequences, whereP[X1 = 1|P ] = 1−P[X1 = −1|P ] = P andP[Y1 = 1|P ] = 1−P[Y1 = −1|P ] = 1/2.
Let Zn := XnYn. Then, Y and Z are i.i.d. sequences of random variables independent of P , and hence their tail σ-fields are
trivial. However, since the tail σ-field of the joint sequence (Y,Z) recovers P , and hence it is not equal to the join of the tail
σ-fields of the components.
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This shows that G ∨
n∈N
Fnk converges to G ∨
n∈N
Fn as k → ∞. Since ∨
n∈N
Fnk ⊆ G ∨
n∈N
Fnk , we can
conclude that ⋂
k∈N
( ∨
n∈N
Fnk ) ⊆
⋂
k∈N
(G ∨
n∈N
Fnk ) = G ∨
n∈N
Fn.
The last statement is obvious since we always have ∨
n∈N
Fn ⊆ ∨
n∈N
Fnk for each k ∈ N, which implies
that ∨
n∈N
Fn ⊆ ⋂
k∈N
( ∨
n∈N
Fnk ) = F .
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